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Abstract
Visual motion analysis is fundamental to survival across the animal kingdom. In insects, our understanding of the
underlying computations has centered on the Hassenstein-Reichardt motion detector, which computes two-point cross-correlation
via multiplication; in mammalian cortex, it is postulated that a similar signal is computed by comparing matched squaring
operations. Both of these operations are difficult to implement biophysically in a precise fashion; moreover, they fail to detect the
more complex multipoint local motion cues present in the visual environment. Here, via single-unit recordings in two visual
specialists, dragonfly "(Odonata)" and macaque, and via model simulations, we show that neuronal computations are not simply
approximations to idealized behaviors forced by biological constraints, but rather, are signatures of a common computational
strategy to capture multiple local motion cues. The similarity of motion computations at the neuronal level in the brains of two
extremely dissimilar animals, with evolutionary divergence of over 700 Myr1, suggests convergence on a common computational
scheme for detecting visual motion.
Keywords: Local motion signals, Glider motion, non-linear motion
Introduction
Across the animal kingdom, analysis of motion in the visual
input is crucial for survival. Because of its life-criticality and
prevalence, this process has become an important model system for
understanding how algorithms are implemented in neural circuitry.
Motion analysis is generally thought to begin with a stage in
which local motion signals are extracted. Especially in insects, our
understanding of this first stage has centered on the notion of an
“elementary motion detector” (EMD), a circuit that extracts these
signals by correlating the visual input at one point, with the visual input
at a second point and a later time2. Faithful implementation of this twopoint cross-correlation corresponds to multiplication of neural signals.
However, detailed analysis of neural circuitry in the fly3,4 indicates that
multiplication of neural signals is only approximate.
This begs the question of whether deviations from the ideal
multiplication central to the EMD constitute a limitation of neural
hardware, or rather, expressions of computational subtlety that have
evolved to exploit the characteristics of the visual environment5.
Interestingly, recent work points to the latter. Fitzgerald and Clark6
showed that self-motion in a naturalistic environment generates optic
flow signals that would not be detected by an EMD, along with the
expected motion signals that an EMD is built to detect. These authors
further showed that motion detectors with specific deviations from
multiplication could capture the signals that the EMD would miss. Such
motion detectors were more accurate in extracting motion flow, and
more predictive of the optomotor behavior of flies, than a standard (i.e.,
precisely multiplicative) EMD.

While these findings suggest that deviations of neural
computations from strict multiplication are functionally important, it is
unclear where the results of these computations emerge, and how they
are executed. For example, the behavioral data leaves open the
possibility that the retinal output has the properties expected of an
EMD, and the additional motion signals needed to account for behavior
arise elsewhere. Moreover, it is unclear whether the basic conclusion
that these deviations are a “feature” rather than a “bug” would extend
from fruit flies to organisms that are visual specialists – that is,
organisms that rely on motion signals for the demanding tasks of
identifying and capturing prey, and not simply for the generic tasks of
extraction of optic flow and avoidance of predators.
Here, we address these questions by showing that different
kinds of motion signals coexist in individual neurons in early visual
areas of the brains of two widely divergent visual specialist species: the
medulla and lobula of the dragonfly, and the V1 and V2 of the macaque
monkey, animals separated by ~700 Myr of evolutionary history1.
These species have profound differences in eye morphology, brain size,
and brain organization. Moreover, these species are separated by a
fundamental difference in the way that directionally-selective motion
signals arise: in the dragonfly7 as in drosophila8, via a multiplicationlike operation at the retinal level; in the macaque9,10, via subtraction of
matched squaring operations in visual cortex. Despite these differences,
we show that the pattern of neural sensitivity to local motion signals
have a number of similarities. Identification of these parallels in such
widely divergent visual specialist species suggests that the algorithms
used for local motion extraction by neural circuits reflect a convergent
evolutionary process.
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Summary of mottion stimuli
Fig. 1. S
nd of motion (ffirst column) co
orresponds to a “template” (se
econd
Each kin
column) containing two, three, or four po
oints in space and time. For each
h kind
n, there are two or four subtypess (third column), which are define
ed by
of motion
parity ru les (last two collumns), and, forr glider motion, tthe orientation of
o the
e. One subtype iss illustrated in de
etail for each kind
d of motion; movies of
template
all subtyypes can be foun
nd in the video ssupplement. Fou
urier (F) motion (top
nsists of two che
ecks on a space--time diagonal. In the
panel): tthe template con
illustrated
d “standard mottion” subtype, th
here are always 0 or 2 black ch
hecks
within the
e template, so ch
heck colors matcch along the diag
gonal. In the “reversephi” subttype, the numbe
er of black checkks within the tem
mplate is always 1, so
check co
olors alternate a long a diagonal.. Glider (G) mo
otion (middle pa
anel):
the temp
plate contains th ree checks in a space-time trian
ngle. For “expan
nsion”
subtypess, the triangle iss oriented so tha
at it expands as time progresses; for
“contracttion” subtypes, tthe template orie
entation is reverssed. In the illustrated
“black exxpansion” subtyp
pe, there are alw
ways 1 or 3 bla
ack checks within the
template
e. This generatess a stimulus conttaining expanding
g black regions. NonFourier (NF) motion (bo
ottom panel): th
he template conttains four checks
s in a
me parallelogram
m. In the illustratted “positive correlation” subtype
e, the
space-tim
number of black checkks within the te
emplate is alwa
ays 0, 2, or 4. This
es a stimulus in
n which an edg
ge between the
e two checks in
n the
generate
template
e at time t is allways followed by an edge bettween the otherr two
checks o
of the template a
at time t+1. In th
he “negative corrrelation” subtype
e, the
number of black checkss in the template
e must be 1 or 3. This generattes a
ate are present e
either at time t or t+1,
stimulus in which edges within the templa
both.
but not b

Perhaps counterintuitively
c
y, characterizzing the neu
ural
compuutations underly
ying motion deteection is facilitaated by the use of
motionn stimuli that are
a uncommon in
i nature. The logic
l
is that wh
hile
differeent species may
y use diverse alg
gorithms, stimuli that are comm
mon
in thee environment are expected to
o produce near-veridical outpu
uts.
Thus, in order to distiinguish among the
t internal work
kings of successsful
algorithms, it is helpfu
ul to use stimuli that are “out off sample” – i.e., unu
naturaal stimuli, on wh
hich the algorith
hms have not been trained, and for
whichh the algorithmss may fail in diifferent ways. Along
A
with seveeral
3
other recent studies3,5,6
, we use a mathematical dissection of the
potenttial cues to visu
ual motion (Figu
ure 1) to createe a battery of su
uch
stimulli. We describe the strategy briefly here; furtther details are in
5,11,12
. The starting point
p
is the intuition behind the EMD: thatt a
o point and a second point, offset
o
in space and
a
correlation between one
time, is a cue to vissual motion. Ho
owever, correlattions between any
a
otemporal region
n can also indiccate
numbeer of points in a slanted spatio
motionn. This was emphasized by
y Chubb and Sperling13, who
w
constrructed stimuli that drive a visual
v
motion percept
p
based on
correlations among fo
our points. They
y called this phen
nomenon “secon
ndn. (The term NF
N motion arose to
order”” or “non-Fourier” (NF) motion
distingguish these signaals from motion signals that can
n be detected by the
t
standaard EMD; the laatter is also calleed Fourier (F) motion,
m
as it can be
extraccted from the am
mplitude of thee stimulus’s Fou
urier componentts.)
Subseequently, stimuli that drive percepts of motion
m
based on
correlations among th
hree points weree identified by Hu
H and Victor111 ,a
phenoomenon that has become known as “glider” (G) motion. G motiion
is alsso undetectable from the Fourrier amplitudes and hence by
y a
w give it a sepaarate designation
n because it is also
a
standaard EMD, but we
undeteectable by the mechanisms
m
posstulated by Chubb and Sperling
g13.
Thesee several kinds of
o motion signalls and their subttypes typically coc
occur in nature12, bu
ut it is possiblee to generate un
n-natural, artificcial
g measurement of
stimulli that isolate each of them, thus allowing
responnses to each kin
nd of motion sig
gnal, and providing a “fingerprin
nt”

2

of the m
motion computaations. These arttificial stimuli fform the basis of
o
the pres ent study.
While the inittial motivation ffor the approach is mathematical,
two connsiderations poinnt to the functioonal significancee of these severa
al
motion types. First, G motion signals are generated w
when objects arre
loomingg or receding. Seecond, these threee kinds of motiion signals (F, G,
G
and NF ) are known to elicit behavioraal responses in a wide range of
o
species (Drosophila:3; zzebrafish:14; hum
man:11,15); for tw
wo of the kinds of
o
signals (F and NF), nneurophysiologicc correlates in the mammalian
visual coortex are docum
mented (macaquee:16; cat:17).
Crucially, ddifferent canddidate modelss for motion
computaations make shaarply contrastingg predictions for this stimulus se
et
– as preeviously recognnized 6,11,18, and as we further ddemonstrate herre
with an expanded set oof models. For eexample, a strictt Reichardt EMD
D
model ddoes not respondd to G stimuli, buut modifying itss nonlinearity can
lead to models that resspond selectivelly to NF or G sstimuli, and with
differennt sensitivities. Inn sum, probing a neural system with a battery of
o
movies that isolate diffferent types of m
motion signals – including those
detectabble by a standarrd EMD and thoose that are not – is an effectiv
ve
way to ccharacterize its ccomputations.
We deployedd this approach while recordingg the activity of
o
individuual spiking neuurons in visuall brain areas oof the dragonfly
(medull a and lobula) annd the macaque (cortical areas V1 and V2). Fo
or
recordinng in the dragonnfly, we used a recently-developed technique19 to
enable eefficient extraceellular recordingg with sharp metal electrodes; in
the maccaque, we used a standard tetrrode technique200. We then used
standardd spike sorting and data analyysis procedures to quantify th
he
sensitiviity of individuall neurons in eacch brain area to the several kind
ds
of motiion stimuli. Whhat emerged is that despite thee obviously vasst
morphollogical differencces in their eyess (compound vss. simple lensed)),
brain siize, brain organ
anization, number of neurons, body plan, liffe
historiess, and over 700 Myr of evolutioonary separationn1, dragonfly and
macaquues have neuronss that are remarkkably similar in ttheir responses to
he
multiplee kinds of motioon cues. While tthere are some ddifferences in th
motion fingerprints beetween species, these differencces are minor in
he
compariison with the vaariety of fingerpprints that are enncountered in th
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Fig 2. Responses of example neurons in dragonfly
y medulla (left) and
a
a (right). Each set
s of eight plots shows response
es of one neuron
n to
lobula
severa
al kinds of motio
on stimuli: the fo
our rows corresp
pond to the type
e of
motion
n (Fourier (F), glider (G) contrac
ction, G expansion and non-Fou
urier
(NF)), and the two columns correspond to the correlation sign (see Fig
gure
or F motion, po
ositive correlation is standard motion,
m
negative
e is
1). Fo
reversse-phi. For G motion,
m
positive correlation
c
has white
w
spatiotempo
oral
trianglles, negative corrrelation has blac
ck spatiotempora
al triangles. For NF
motion
n, positive correlation means an “even” constrain
nt on four luminance
valuess; negative corre
elation means an
a “odd” constra
aint.
For each
h of
these 8 stimulus typ
pes, 32 example movies were
e presented in the
or F motion (to
op), and in the opposite directtion
direction preferred fo
00 ms and were followed by 500 ms
(underrneath). Presentations lasted 150
of a g
gray background
d. Open histogrrams show the responses in ea
ach
direction, the black his
stogram shows the
t difference. The
T DI, indicated for
s computed in th
he standard fashion (Mpref - Mnon-ppref)/
each sstimulus type, is
(Mpref + Mnon-pref). For each
e
motion type
e, the sign of the direction selectivity
index (DI) indicates the preferred direction
d
relative
e to the preferrred
direction for Fourier motion: positive if it is the same dirrection, negative if it
posite. Significan
nce (via paired t-test) is indicatted by asterisks
s: *:
is opp
p<0.05
5, **, p<0.01. Sc
cale bar is 20 imp
pulses/sec.

space of models that generalize the EMD.
E
These parrallels suggest that
the sppecific kinds off deviations enccountered in these two divergent
speciees result from a convergent ad
daptation to stattistical features of
motionn in the natural environment.
e
Resu
ults
To analyze motion processsing in the brain
ns of the dragon
nfly
and m
macaque, we prob
bed their visual systems
s
with rep
presentatives of the
t
5
diversse motion signalls that exist in natural
n
stimuli 5,12
. For recordin
ng,
we useed metal microeelectrodes to reco
ord visual respon
nses from the
medullla or lobula com
mplex of the draagonfly and prim
mary and secondaary
visuall cortices (area V1 or V2) of the monkey. These
T
extracellu
ular
recorddings can then be
b parsed, separrating single units on the basis of
their amplitude and
d waveform ussing spike-sorting software (ssee
Methoods).

Figure 3. Responses of example ne
eurons in maca
aque V1 (left) V2
V
Stimulus details and other plottin
ng
(right). Scale bar is 10 impulses/sec. S
e 2.
conventtions as in Figure

Example visuual unit responsees are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
3
medulla (Figure 2, left, top) has a
The firsst example from the dragonfly m
directionnally-selective rresponse to stanndard Fourier m
motion, but not to
any of the other motion stimuli. How
wever, this patttern of behavio
or
occurredd only in a minoority of the direcctionally-selectivve neurons. Morre
commonnly, neurons w
were responsivee to multiple kkinds of motion
signals. For example, the second meedulla neuron inn Figure 2 (lefft,
bottom)), was selective for standard mootion in one direection, and black
glider coontraction in thee opposite direcction. The exampple neurons from
m
the draggonfly lobula (F
Figure 2, right) are further instaances of neuron
ns
that aree sensitive to m
multiple motion types. Both haave directionally
yselectivee responses to standard F mootion and directtionally-selectiv
ve
responsees in the oppositte direction to reeverse-phi F mootion. Both lobulla
neuronss also have direcctionally-selectivve responses to G expansion, and
the prefferred direction for G expansionn depends on thhe polarity (black
vs. whitte) of the glideer: it is the sam
me as for F mootion for a black
expandiing glider stimullus, and oppositee for a white onee. In addition, th
he
second lobula neuron ((right, bottom) aalso has a small but statistically
significaant directionallyy selective responnse to black G contraction.
Here and beloow, we quantifi
fied motion selectivity two way
ys
(see Meethods for furtheer details): by a ppaired t-test com
mparing response
es
to motiion stimuli in opposite directtions (see Methhods for furthe
er
details),, and by the stanndard Direction Selectivity Indeex (DI)21, defined
by
[1]
[

movement in th
he
where M pref is the firiing rate elicitedd by stimulus m
directionn that is preferreed for F motion, and Mnon-pref is tthe firing rate fo
or
stimuluss movement in the opposite diirection. Thus, D
DI=0 indicates a
cell hass no direction seelectivity and a DI>0 indicatess the presence of
o
directionn selectivity foor F motion (w
with maximum vvalue of 1). We
W

3
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Fig
gure 4. Similar fractions
f
of cen
ntral neurons re
espond to Fourie
er, glider, and n
non-Fourier mottion signals in d
dragonfly and m
macaque.
Ne
eurons were con
nsidered to have a significant res
sponse to a kind of motion if the ir firing rate wass significantly larg
ger for stimuli with motion in
on
ne direction than
n in the other (p
p<0.05, two-taile
ed paired t-test). In both specie
es and for both brain regions, similar fractionss of neurons
ressponded to each
h of the three major
m
motion sign
nals, and similarr fractions of ne
eurons responde
ed to more than one kind of motion. In both
sp
pecies, many cellls did not respo
ond selectively to
o any motion stiimulus (far left b
bars), as is typiccal of recordingss from the visua
al brain. See
Su
upplementary Fig
gure 1 for analysis using an altern
native criterion fo
or sensitivity.

definee the DI similarlly for the other kinds of motion
n, but maintain the
conveention that Mpreff is the responsee in the directio
on preferred forr F
motionn. Thus, DI>0 in
ndicates a motio
on preference in the same directiion
as for F motion and DI<0
D
indicates a motion preferen
nce in the oppossite
ht half of Figuree 2,
directiion. For examplle, for both neurons in the righ
the D
DI for black G expansion
e
is po
ositive, while th
he DI for whitee G
expannsion is negativee, indicating thatt the cells’ direction preference for
the foormer is the saame as for F motion, and th
he cells’ directiion
preferrence for the laatter is oppositte. (Since we fix the “preferrred
directiion” according to the responses to the F stimulus, the DI forr F
motionn must be non-n
negative.)
As in the dragonfly reco
ordings, the maacaque recordin
ngs
revealled neurons that were sensitive just to F motion, as well as neuro
ons
that w
were sensitive to multiple motion
n types. For exaample, the first V1
illustrrated neuron (Fig
gure 3, left, top) responds to stan
ndard F motion and
a
to reverse-phi motion (but with oppossite direction selectivity), while the
secondd V1 neuron (F
Figure 3, left, bo
ottom) additionaally responds to all
subtyppes of G motion
n. The direction selectivity depen
nds on the polarrity
(whitee vs. black) of the
t glider, but not
n on whether it is expanding or
contraacting. The first V2 example neu
uron (Figure 3, right,
r
top) respon
nds
to stanndard F motion and
a G contractio
on – again, with opposing directiion
selectiivities, dependin
ng on polarity. The
T second V2 example (figuree 3,
right, bottom) respon
nds to standard and reverse-phii F motion, and
d in
additioon has a comparratively weaker directionally selective responsee to
NF motion and black G contraction. The
T latter two reesponses both haave
me direction preeference as stand
dard F motion.
the sam

Patterrns of responsess to motion subtyypes in dragonfl
fly and macaque
As an initiaal step to summ
marize and compare the patterns of
motionn sensitivity encountered
e
in
n these neural populations, we
determ
mined the fraction of neurrons with direectionally-selective

4

responsees to each kind oof motion. Here, we considered a neuron to hav
ve
a directiionally selectivee response to a m
motion type (F, G
G, or NF) if therre
was a sttatistically signifficant differencee between the firring rates elicited
by oppoosite motion direections for any of its subtypes ((e.g., standard or
o
reverse phi for F, any oof the four subtyypes for G, and either positive or
o
negativee correlation forr NF – see Figuure 1). Figure 4 summarizes th
he
prevalennce of neurons w
with directionallly-selective responses to F and G
motion stimuli, as weell as to analogous non-Fouriier (NF) motion
stimuli. As exemplifiedd by Figures 2 annd 3, each kind oof stimulus elicitts
directionnally-selective responses in thhe medulla andd lobula of th
he
dragonfl
fly, and in V1 annd V2 of the maacaque. The sum
mmary of Figure 4
shows tthat in the twoo species, the pproportions of nneurons that arre
sensitivee to each motionn type are similaar.
This analysiss also shows that the neurral circuitry fo
or
analyzinng local motioon signals doess not follow thhe mathematica
al
partitionning used to cconstruct the sstimuli. While the segregation
betweenn F, G, and NF m
motion signals iss a mathematically clean one, th
he
recordinngs show that thhey are jointly aanalyzed: many neurons respond
to moree than one motioon type. Notablyy, the frequencyy of neurons tha
at
respondd to each combinnation of motionn types is similaar across speciess.
Figure S
S1 shows that thhe same conclusion is reached using a differen
nt
statisticaal criterion forr sensitivity to each motion tyype, in which a
multiplee-comparisons coorrection is madde within each m
motion type.
We nexxt consider a moore detailed anaalysis of the neuural populationss,
focusingg on the degreee and directionn of sensitivity to the multiplle
motion types within inndividual neuroons. Figure 5 sshows how each
neuron’ s sensitivity to thhe several motioon types relates tto their response
es
to standdard F motion.. In these plotts, the sign of the DI for th
he
nonstand
ndard motion typpes indicates whhether the preferrred direction wa
as
the sam
me as (DI >0) orr opposite to (D
DI <0) the preferrred direction fo
or
standardd F motion. In both species, nneurons that haave directionally
yselectivee responses for one subtype often have directtionally-selectiv
ve
responsees for another, bbut the direction may differ. Speccifically, neuron
ns
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Figure
e 5. Sensitivities
s to motion sign
nals are similarr at a cellular lev
vel
For ea
ach unit (total off 53 and 266 in the dragonfly (b
blue) and macaq
que (red), respecctively), responsses to the severa
al motion subtyp
pes were
quantiified by the direc
ction selectivity in
ndex (DI), and plo
otted against the
e unit’s DI for Fou
urier (standard) m
motion, on the ab
bscissa. Motion ssubtypes
consissted of: (A) nega
atively-correlated
d Fourier motion
n (“reverse-phi”), (B1) black glid er contraction, ((B2) white gliderr contraction, (B
B3) black
glider expansion, (B4
4) white glider expansion,
e
(C1) positively-corre
elated non-Fourie
er motion, and (C2), negativelyy-correlated non
n-Fourier
n. Heavy lines in
ndicate the regression line throug
gh the origin; thin
n lines are 95% confidence limitss for slopes (via t-statistics, computed by
motion
Matlab
b’s regstats). Negative values of the DI indicate a direction preferrence that is oppo
osite to the direcction preference for Fourier motio
on. Lines
are drraws to the limits of the data along the abscissa.

6. Models for ex
xtraction of loc
cal motion sign
nals. To explore
Figure 6
the dive rsity of plausible
e patterns of sen
nsitivity to local motion signals,
models that gene
eralize the EMD
we consstructed simple ccomputational m
(A).
IIn these mode
els, processing begins with specific linear
mporal filters; sseveral alternativve choices are shown in (B).
spatiotem
These fiilters are followe
ed by a static n
nonlinearity (f in panel A). The
model o
output is the diffference betwee
en the arm who
ose filter has a
leftward spatiotemporal slant, and the arm whose filter h
has a rightward
mporal slant. Alll model filters w
were constructed
d on the same
spatiotem
spatiotem
mporal grid as the stimulus sset. Colors in tthe linear filter
diagram s (B) indicate th e spatiotempora
al weights: white: 1, gray: 0 and
1.
black: -1

that reesponded to stan
ndard F motion in one direction
n tended to respo
ond
to blacck G contraction
n in the same dirrection, but white G contraction
n in

the oppposite direction. The same corrrespondence helld for black and
white G expansion, buut the correlatioon for macaquee responses wa
as
weaker. Both species also showed a strong anticorrrelation between
selectiviity to standard F motion and revverse-phi motionn. For NF stimuli,
though, the two speciies behaved diffferently: F sennsitivity and NF
F
sensitiviity were positiively correlatedd in macaque, but negatively
correlateed in dragonflyy. All of these correlations were significan
nt
(p<0.05 , via t-statisticss, computed byy Matlab’s regsstats), except fo
or
white G contraction inn the dragonfly and black G eexpansion in th
he
macaquue. Notably, thhe neuronal ppattern of mottion sensitivitie
es
correspoonds to findinggs at the behaavioral level inn the fruitfly6,188:
Fitzgeraald, Clark, and ccolleagues foundd that fly optomotor responses to
black G expansion annd contraction w
were in the saame direction as
a
responsees to F motionn, while responnses to white G expansion and
contracttion were in the opposite directioon.

5
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Figure 7. Direction selectivity
s
indic
ces of models for
f local motion
n detection sho
ow a wide varie
ety of patterns. Each panel sho
ows the direction
n
or local motion de
etection consisting of a linear sp
patiotemporal filter, followed by a static nonlinea
arity, and then an
n
selecttivity indices (DI’s) of a model fo
oppon
nent stage (see Figure 6 and Me
ethods for furthe
er details). Simullations are carrie
ed out for a rang
ge of linear filterrs, shown at the left of each row
w
(colorrs indicate the sp
patiotemporal weights: white: 1, gray:
g
0 and black
k: -1) and nonline
earities, shown a
at the top of each
h column. Model responses show
w
mmon pattern forr standard Fourie
er motion (blue), but differ greatly in their pattern
n of responses to
o glider stimuli (green) and NF sstimuli (red). The
e
a com
response pattern depe
ends both on the
e choice of linearr filter and the no
onlinearity. DI’s ((mean and 2 s.e .m.) determined from recordings in dragonfly and
d
que are shown in the right-mo
ost columns. We
e show results for nonlinearitie
es that are sym
mmetric or accelerating; results for decelerating
g
macaq
-u
u
nonlin
nearities (e.g., e ) are identical to those for the corresponding accelerating non
nlinearities (e.g. , e ) but with th
he responses to black and white
e
gliderss are interchanged. Dashed lines
s enclose models whose selectiv
vities for the thre
ee motion types a
are consistent with the physiolog
gical data. Dotted
d
lines enclose models that use a halff-squarer, the no
onlinearity that produces
p
respon
nses to glider m
motion and also motion complexxity scores most
ysiologic data (se
ee text and Figures 8 and 9).
consisstent with the phy

Diverssity of responsees to motion su
ubtypes in simp
ple computation
nal
modells
The above parallels in reesponse pattern
ns are not merely
predicctable consequen
nces of imperfecct multiplication
n. Rather, different
kinds of deviations from
fr
an idealizeed local motion detector lead to
o a
on fingerprints. To demonstraate this range, we
wide range of motio
ns of local mottion extractors based
b
on a simp
ple
carriedd out simulation
6

scheme of linear spatiotemporal filterring followed bby a nonlinearity
(Figure 6). In all cases, the linear filter was oriented along a space-tim
me
diagonaal, and, followinng the nonlineariity, there was a final “opponentt”
stage inn which matchedd rightward and leftward signalss were compared
d.
Models were presentedd with the same stimuli used in the experimentss,
el
and anaalysis (see Methhods for detailss) was carried oout in a paralle
fashion..
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Results of th
hese simulationss are shown in Figure
F
7, and rev
veal
that thhe pattern of sen
nsitivity to diffeerent motion sig
gnal types depen
nds
on thee nature of the nonlinearity,
n
and
d, often, on the linear
l
filters. Fo
or a
strictlyy quadratic non
nlinearity, the model
m
is equivaleent the output of
o a
standaard EMD, and allso to a motion energy model 9; as expected, there
is no sensitivity to G or NF motion (column
(
1 of Fiigure 7). When the
nonlinnearity deviates from strict squ
uaring, sensitivitty to other motiion
signalls emerge. For example, an even-symmetric
e
nonlinearity th
hat
deviattes from purely quadratic,
q
i.e., u4 (column 2 of Figure
F
7), generaates
responnses to NF motion and to G motion. It respondss similarly to blaack
and w
white G motions, but if the linearr filter is asymmetric (rows 4 and
d5
of Figgure 7), it may
y respond differrentially to G contraction
c
and G
expannsion (but with
hout distinguish
hing between black and wh
hite
variannts). An asymmeetric nonlinearity
y responds to G motion
m
(column
ns 3
througgh 7 of Figure 7)) and in most cases to NF motio
on (columns 3, 5, 6,
and 77), and for thesee nonlinearities,, models respon
nd differentially to
black and white G motion.
m
For theese nonlinearitiees, the linear fillter
nce on glider po
olarity is large iff the linear filterr is
matterrs too: dependen
unipollar (rows 1, 2, 4, and 5 of Figuree 7), and reduced
d if the linear fillter
has appproximately balanced positive and negative lobes (row 3 of
Figuree 7). Finally, fo
or linear filters whose
w
spatiotem
mporal profiles are
asymm
metric (rows 4 and 5 of Figuree 7), responses to expanding and
a

contractting gliders mayy differ. These diifferences are moore marked when
the nonllinearities are assymmetric and accelerating, as seen in column
ns
4-7 of F
Figure 7.
er
Figure S2 prresents the simuulations of Figuure 7 in anothe
format, to facilitate com
mparison betweenn the different m
models’ response
es
to each stimulus type. IIt emphasizes thhat models whosse responses to F
stimuli are identical (uppper left panel) have very differrent responses to
the varioous glider stimuuli (four panels oon right). Reveerse-phi F motion
and NF motion distinguuish among somee models, but thhe range of mode
el
behavioor is much largerr for the G stimuuli.
In sum, simplle models of locaal motion extracction show a wid
de
variety of behavior whhen probed with a stimulus set that includes th
he
gliders. The common paattern in the neuural data – responnses to G motion
that havve the same direection selectivityy for black variaants, but oppositte
selectiviity for white var
ariants – are seenn in only a smalll subset of these
schemattic models – thoose whose linearr filters have a predominance of
o
regions activated by neegative contrastt, and asymmetrric nonlinearitie
es
(the inttersection of coolumns 4-6 withh rows 1 and 4 of Figure 7)).
Howeveer, we stop shortt of claiming thaat any one of these models should
be takenn as “correct”, ffor several reasoons: (i) they are obviously highly
stylizedd, (ii), the agreeement with the physiological ddata is only at a
broad quualitative level, without an attem
mpt to account foor spatiotempora
al

Figurre 8. In dragonflies and macaqu
ues, the ambigu
uity of opponenc
cy is partially re
esolved as motiion processing unfolds
The m
motion complexitty score (MC, se
ee text) indicates
s whether an ind
dividual neuron’ss response can resolve the amb
biguities inherent in an opponent
calcullation (see text): neurons with higher MC scores are able to distinguish a positivve motion signal in one direction from a negative
e motion signal in
n
the op
pposite direction. We determined
d the distribution
n of MC subscore
es (A) and the to
otal MC score (B
B). In dragonfliess (left) and maca
aques (right), the
e
distrib
bution of MC sco
ores shifts towarrds higher value
es from medulla (light blue) to lo
obula (dark blue)) and from V1 (o
orange) to V2 (b
brown). Thus, as
s
motion processing unffolds, neural com
mputations progrress beyond oppo
onency, allowing
g neurons to disttinguish positive spatiotemporal ccorrelation in one
e
he opposite direc
ction. In B, vertica
al dashed lines in
ndicate mean MC
C score.
directtion from negative spatiotemporal correlation in th

7
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Figure 9. Motion comp
plexity scores of
o models for loc
cal motion span
n a wide range. MC scores (med
dian and 2 s.e.m
m.) are calculated
d for the models
ores determined from
f
the physiolo
ogical recordingss. MC score dep
pends primarily o
on the model’s no
onlinearity, and
of Figurre 7, and compared with MC sco
-u
many nonlinearities lead
d to MC scores above
a
the range of the recording
gs. MC scores fo
or decelerating no
onlinearities (e.g
g., e ) are the ssame as for the
u
es (e.g., e ), and are not shown. Note that the orrdinate is logarith
hmic, and in som
me cases the errror bars are not
corresponding accelerating nonlinearitie
because they are
e smaller than the
e symbols.
visible b

tuningg or the diversity
y across neuronss, and (iii) the tw
wo species differr in
the paattern of responsses to NF motion
n (sensitivity to NF in the oppossite
directiion as F for drag
gonfly, but in thee same direction for the macaquee) - and both of these patterns can bee found in the behavior of theese
modells.
ng was not to fit the
We emphasize that the goall of this modelin
neurall data, but to show that deviattions from an idealized
i
quadraatic
modell can yield maany different beehaviors, and therefore,
t
that the
comm
mon pattern off behavior obsserved across species was not
n
guarannteed a priori.
Oppon
nency in dragon
nfly, macaque, and
a models
A striking feature
f
of Figuree 7 is that for all models, the DI for
reversse-phi motion iss negative – thaat is, the preferrred directions for
reversse-phi and stand
dard F motion arre opposite. This is not surprisin
ng,
because we built an opponent stagee into the model. This reversal in
directiion selectivity has
h well-known perceptual
p
correelates in humanss: a
patternn may appear to
t move in the opposite directtion if its contrrast
reversses as it movess22. This phenom
menon is also a well-establish
hed
featurre of the optomottor response in the fruitfly 3,23.
The promin
nent opposite-d
direction respon
nse to reverse-p
phi
motionn means that a neural
n
response is
i ambiguous: th
he same responsee to

8

motion in one directionn may be generrated by motionn in the oppositte
directionn, if combined with contrast reeversal. We hyppothesized that a
successfful motion analyysis system needs to resolve thhis ambiguity. To
test thi s idea, we coonstructed an inndex to quantiify whether thiis
ambiguiity is resolvedd, and examineed how it channged as motion
processiing progresses, from medulla to lobula in thee dragonfly, and
from V11 to V2 in the m
macaque.
y,
The rationale for this index reests on the notioon of opponency
as it is nnot only a pervassive aspect of m
models of local m
motion processing
but alsoo of visual proceessing in generaal24. In the EMD
D2, the output – a
directionnal signal – is tthe result of a tw
wo-stage process: a first stage at
a
which sspatiotemporal inputs are com
mbined in a noonlinear fashion
n,
followedd by an opponnent stage that compares two such signals via
subtracttion. This basic architecture is used in Figure 6, and is also is
i
shared bby other extenssions of the EM
MD that extract glider2 and non
nFourier motion15, and several of thee model classes considered by
Opponency has a computational benefit, as it is a
Fitzgeraald and Clark6. O
simple w
way to eliminatee false-positive ssignals due to unniform flicker and
static eedges. But thiss simplicity is the source off the ambiguity
mentionned above: afterr the subtractionn of opponent signals, negativ
ve
correlatiions in one diirection producee the same ouutput as positiv
ve
correlatiions in the otheer. In a purely quadratic motion detector, thiis
ambiguiity leads to thee reverse-phi phhenomenon for standard motion
n.
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For opponent detectors with more complex nonlinearities, it will result
in black G cues in one direction producing a response similar to that of
white G cues in the opposite direction.
Since effective use of motion signals to guide action may
require distinguishing between these alternatives, our index (the
“motion complexity” (MC) score) is a measure of the deviation from
pure opponency, based on comparing direction selectivity for motion
subtypes with positive and negative correlations:
|

,

,

|

,
,
∈ ,
where DI(m,+) and DI(m,-) are direction selectivity indices for specific
motion subtypes: DI(F,+) and DI(F,-) are measured from standard and
reverse-phi Fourier motion; DI(Gexp,+) and DI(Gexp,-) are measured
from white and black glider expansion, DI(Gcont,+) and DI(Gcont,-) are
measured from white and black glider contraction, and DI(NF,+) and
DI(NF,-) are measured from positive and negative-correlation NF
motion. Each term in the sum yields a subscore that is 0 only when
DI(m,+) and DI(m,-) are equal in magnitude but opposite in sign. The
total MC score can only be zero if all of these subscores are 0. This
strict opponency means that the nonlinear stage effectively computes a
product of contrasts – for example, a pairwise product for a quadratic
nonlinearity, and a product of contrasts at multiple points for some of
the models considered in 6. For other models, at which multiple points
interact but not in a purely multiplicative fashion (for example, columns
3-8 of Figure 7, and other models considered by Fitzgerald and Clark5),
strict opponency will not be present, and the MC score will be larger
than 0.
Figure 8 shows the MC score distributions of neurons
recorded in the two species. Consistent with our hypothesis, the
distribution of MC scores shifts towards higher values in the second
processing area (lobula or V2), compared to the earlier processing
(medulla or V1). This shift is present for each of the four MC subscores
(Figure 5A), and is significant (p<0.001 for V1/V2, two-tailed
Wilcoxon ranksum test) for the total MC score in the macaque (Figure
8B).
The MC score is another way in which models may manifest
diverse behavior. Figure 9 demonstrates this for the models considered
above, and compares these model MC scores with those obtained in
dragonfly and macaque. MC scores in the range of the experimental
data are found for two kinds of nonlinearities: the full squarer (column 1
of Figure 7), which does not produce glider responses, and the halfsquarer, max(0,x)2, which does (column 4 of Figure 7). Thus, the
overall characteristics of the physiologic results -- the pattern of glider
sensitivity with a low MC score – are accounted for by only a small
fraction of model variations.
Discussion
The seemingly effortless nature of visual motion analysis
gives little hint of the complexity of neural computations that may be
required to support them.
There are two basic reasons for this complexity: the diversity
of the behavioral repertoires that rely on motion cues, and the diversity
of the motion cues themselves. The diversity of the behavioral
repertoire is clearly evident in predator species. Predator species – along
with many others – use motion signals to help control locomotion or
flight, which requires extracting a global flow field; for this purpose,
point-to-point variations in local motion signals are effectively a source
of noise to be averaged out. This use of motion has been the focus of a
large body of work, especially in insects 4,25. But predator species,
including predator insects, also need to identify and pursue prey. For
these behaviors, and for the use of motion to recognize objects in

general, point-to-point variations in local motion signals are the critical
signals, and the overall flow field, which may be generated by selfmotion, can be ignored as noise.
With regard to the motion cues themselves, diversity arises
because of the two basic ways that local motion signals can be
generated: self-motion, and motion of an object with respect to its
background. These processes differ in their statistical characteristics,
and their net effect on the retinal image is complicated by the geometry
of occlusion and 3D projection. Conversely, although all visual motion
signals entail a change in the visual image across time, not every
spatiotemporal change stems from motion. For example, flicker
typically stems from a change in the illuminant or shadowing, and needs
to be separated from spatiotemporal changes that originate from motion.
Despite this potential for complexity, a simple model, the
Hassenstein-Reichardt model, also known as the elementary motion
detector (EMD), has been very successful in providing a basic
understanding of motion analysis2,4,26,27. The first stage of the EMD
computes a two-point spatiotemporal correlation: it multiplies the visual
signal at one point (say, A) by the visual signal at a nearby point (say
B), at a slightly later time. If there is motion from A to B over this time
interval, then these two signals values will be strongly correlated.
To eliminate spurious signals that are not due to motion, the
EMD has a second stage, which uses an “opponent” strategy: it
subtracts the correlation computed in the A-to-B direction from the
correlation computed in the B-to-A direction. If the source of the
correlation is motion from A to B, then the correlation in the B-to-A
direction will be weaker, and will not result in cancellation. But if the
source is diffuse flicker, the correlations will cancel, and no net signal
will be produced. In addition to accounting for a great deal of
behavioral data2,22,26,27, the EMD model has the attractive feature that it
maps directly onto the lamellar anatomy of the insect visual system.
Thus, the opponent strategy is an elegant computational solution to
disambiguating a simple kind of directional motion signal from
confounding flicker4,28 – though it has the side effect of confounding
true motion in one direction with reverse-phi motion in the opposite
direction.
As noted, the first stage of the EMD consists of a
multiplicative interaction between two signed quantities, the local
contrasts at A and B. However, signed (4-quadrant) multiplication is not
a natural operation for biological components. In flies, the circuitry that
executes the interactions postulated by the EMD only carries out
approximations to multiplication8,28,29. Individual neural interactions
are dedicated to a single polarity of stimuli, and the interactions for
positive and negative-polarity stimuli are not symmetric30. That is, the
interaction between signals in a biological EMD is only approximately
multiplicative.
This leads to two possibilities: (i) an approximate
multiplication may suffice for local motion analysis, and the
evolutionary, developmental, or metabolic costs of circuitry required to
make it more precise exceed the computational advantages of strict
multiplication, or (ii) the deviations from multiplication are in fact
advantageous, and point to a biological algorithm for motion analysis
that is better-tuned to visual tasks than the standard EMD.
Several lines of evidence now indicate that the latter is the
case. First, it has long been recognized that there are cues to motion are
undetected by the computation specified by the EMD: these include
four-point correlations (“non-Fourier” motion, 13), and, more recently,
three-point correlations (“glider motion”, 11). These cues are
consistently present in the natural environment12, and arise as a result of
black-white asymmetry5,30, occlusion, non-rigid motion, and motion in
3D. Second, these cues are non-redundant with the cues extracted by the
EMD, so there is an advantage to exploiting them5,30. Third, a wide
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variety of species show behavioral responses to these cues (Drosophila:
3
zebrafish: 14; human: 11,15). Fourth, when challenged with moving
naturalistic 1D patterns, specific deviations from the EMD that are
sensitive to glider motion lead to more veridical estimates of optic flow,
and are better predictors of optomotor behavior6 in the fruitfly. Here we
show that the parallel deviations from the EMD are present in two
visual specialists that use vision to acquire and intercept objects – the
dragonfly and the macaque. These parallel deviations primarily relate to
responses to glider motion, and consist of a similarity in the proportions
of neurons that respond to different motion signal subtypes (Figure 4),
and the way that these signals are combined within individual cells
(Figure 5). Additionally, both dragonfly and macaque demonstrate a
shift away from pure opponency as processing unfolds (Figure 8).
However, there are two identifiable differences between the species: in
the dragonfly, responses to black glider expansion are larger and more
strongly correlated with standard two-point motion (Figure 5B3), and
responses to non-Fourier motion tend to have an opposite relationship to
the response to standard motion in the two species (Figure 5C1, 5C2).
It is notable that the parallels we found are present at the level of
circuitry (i.e., the way that individual cells respond to different kinds of
motion signals), and not just at the level of the overall computation
performed. The latter might be expected based on normative
considerations5,31, but the former is rather remarkable, given these
species’ overwhelming differences in brain size, neuron number, and
organizational plan.
Along with these obvious anatomical differences between
species, there are differences in the framework in which local motion
computation takes place – and these differences amplify the
implications of the parallels identified here. In dragonfly10, as in
Drosophila8, directional selectivity arises in the retina. Consistent with
the EMD model, this computation involves a nonlinear interaction of a
pair of luminance signals separated in space and time. An analogous
nonlinear interaction of local luminance signals is also present in
mammalian retina31,32, resulting in directionally-selective retinal
ganglion cells. In both cases, these local interactions are effectively
modeled as a multiplication, and the challenge of implementing a
signed multiplication in neural circuitry is met in both cases by a
separation of signals into ON and OFF channels 3,30,31,33,34.
While primates have directionally-selective retinal neurons35,
these are believed to play a minor role in high-resolution visual tasks:
in the primate, most direction selectivity appears to arise in the cortex10.
Cortical direction selectivity is thought to arise by comparing two
“motion energies”9,36. In the idealized form of the computation, each
motion energy is the square of the output of a spatiotemporal filter, and
these opposing motion energies are subtracted. At first glance,
subtraction of motion energies seems rather different than multiplication
– but because of the algebraic identity (X+Y)2-(X-Y)2=4XY, it leads to
the same result 9.
Thus, in the primate, the Reichardtian need to implement
signed multiplication is circumvented, but it is replaced by a need to
compute squares, and to have closely matched neural filters. Just as the
presence of responses to G motion implies that multiplication in the
insect retina is not precise, these responses imply that the motion energy
computation in the primate is also approximate. The deviations of the
neural computations from their simplified ideals arise in different ways,
but nevertheless lead to the same pattern of G sensitivity: neurons with
directionally-selective responses to standard motion tend to prefer black
G expansion and contraction in the same direction, and white G
expansion and contraction in the opposite direction.
Finally, it is tempting to speculate about the functional
benefits of this pattern of G responses. If we assume that objects tend to
be darker than their backgrounds (as is typically the case when the
10

dominant background is the sky), then objects moving in depth will
generate a black G signal that is informative about their motion. White
G signals, on the other hand, would arise from changing sizes of gaps –
e.g., spaces between branches – rather than from motion of objects –
and thus, should not be used to reinforce an F motion signal.
Recognizing that this viewpoint is both speculative and highly
simplified, it’s interesting to note that black G expansion signals are
somewhat stronger in the dragonfly than in the macaque (Figure 5B3),
perhaps owing to their airborne lifestyle and greater need to intercept
dark objects moving against a lighter background.
In sum, we compared the analysis of visual motion at the
neuronal level in the central nervous systems of two extremely different
visual specialists, whose evolutionary and anatomical divergences are
profound: the dragonfly and the macaque monkey. We conclude that
ethological demands drive biologic motion processing in these species
to a convergent solution at the neuronal level despite major differences
in their phylogenies and the architectures of their eyes and brains. This
convergence provides strong evidence that neuronal implementation of
local motion computations are finely tuned to the statistics of the visual
environment.
Materials and Methods
Physiology and Recording Methods
Dragonfly

Physiological preparation.
Multiple dragonfly genera were used in these experiments
including Anax junius, Aeshna verticalis and others, which came from
one of two sources: wild-caught (Ithaca, NY; May-October 2013) and
laboratory reared (Carolina Biological Supply Co.). Recordings were
made from a total of 26 animals.
After capture, wild-caught dragonflies were held for short
periods that did not exceed 15 hours in the laboratory before use.
Laboratory reared animals arrived as penultimate nymphs and were
raised in house (12:12 light/dark cycle; 80% humidity; 27 deg C) in
individual containers and fed a diet of mosquito larva until eclosion. All
experiments with laboratory reared dragonflies took place no more than
48 hours after eclosion.
Just prior to the start of each experiment, dragonflies were
cold anesthetized for 2-4 minutes in a freezer (-4 deg C). Dragonflies
were then restrained and affixed to a plastic post using Kerr dental
sticky wax (58 deg C melting point, Syborn Kerr, Emeryville, CA,
USA) heated by a cool soldering iron (Antex model C, Antex
(Electronics) Limited, Travistock, Devon, UK) with the voltage limited
to 55V using a variable transformer (Powerstat type 3PN116B, The
Superior Electric Co., Bristol, CT, USA). The animal was positioned
ventral-side-down on the post, and the head was tilted downward such
that the dorsal high-acuity fovea was pointed towards the screen. A
small flap of cuticle on the anterior portion of the head, between the
eyes and the neck (thorax), was removed to expose the right optic lobe
of the brain over the medulla and lobula. A drop of fresh extracellular
saline solution containing (in mM): 185 NaCl, 4 KCl, 6 CaCl2,
2 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 35 D-glucose (solution adjusted to pH 7.2
with NaOH and 430 mOsm with glucose; 37) was placed on the brain at
least every 30 minutes.
Recording and visual stimulation.
Recordings were made using tungsten microelectrodes (4MΩ;
MicroProbe Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA) mounted to stereotactic
micromanipulators (Narishige International USA, Inc., East Meadow,
NY, USA) and advanced using a hydraulic microdrive (Model 607W,
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David Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA, USA) at 1µm steps once
inserted into the brain. Electrode placement into the medulla or lobula
was determined visually by the experimenters using anatomical
landmarks 38. Electrical activity was acquired via an extracellular
headstage (Model 1800 A-M Systems, Sequim, WA, USA) and
amplified 10,000x and filtered (100Hz-5000Hz bandpass, 60Hz notch)
using a differential AC microelectrode amplifier (Model 1800 A-M
Systems, Sequim, WA, USA), followed by an A/D converter (NI PCIMIO-16E-1, National Instruments, National Instruments, Austin, TX,
USA) fitted with a breakout box (NI BNC-2090, National Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA). All recordings were made at 15kHz sample rate
using the Spike Hound data acquisition software (formerly called gPrime; 39 on a computer running Windows 7 (64-bit; Microsoft
Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA). All recordings were done on an air
table (Micro-G, Technical Manufacturing Corporation, Woburn, MA,
USA) with a custom-built wire-mesh Faraday cage.
Visual stimuli were presented using a conventional 37 by
22cm LCD computer monitor (ViewPanel VE150m, ViewSonic,
Walnut, CA, USA) at a refresh rate of 60Hz and resolution of 1920x960
pixels and mean luminance of 53 cd/m2. Animals were positioned 22.8
cm from the screen, which resulted in stimulus check sizes that were
approximately 2.5 degrees. Note that stimulus parameters were not
optimized to the tuning of the recorded neurons, due to the limited
stability of the extracellular recordings (typically about 30 min). Stimuli
were presented using a custom-made video player. The program
presents the stimuli and synchronizes the recordings.
Once acquired, single units were isolated using a customized
version of WaveClus 40. WaveClus processing entailed a bandpass filter
(300-6000 Hz), thresholding to detect candidate spikes, decomposition
of each candidate spike into eight Haar wavelet features, and clustering
of spike events based on the wavelet coefficients for each. For each
recording, sorting was carried out using different amplitude thresholds
and cluster partitioning until we were confident that single units were
isolated using similar criteria as in the macaque.
Macaque

Physiological preparation.
Standard acute preparation techniques were used for
electrophysiological recordings from V1 and V2 of cynomolgus
monkeys (Macaca fascicularis) weighing 2.2 to 10 kg (12 males, 1
female). All procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Weill Cornell Medical College and consistent with
Institutional and National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and
experimental use of animals. Procedures were previously described in
detail 20,41–43 and are summarized here. Animals were premedicated with
atropine (0.05 mg/kg, i.m.; Henry Schein). Following ketamine
(Ketaset, 10 mg/kg, i.m.; Fort Dodge Animal Health) or Telazol (4
mg/kg, i.m.; Fort Dodge Animal Health) and under isoflurane (1–2%;
Hospira) surgical anesthesia, an endotracheal tube was placed, catheters
were inserted in both femoral veins and one femoral artery, and a
craniotomy was made near coordinates P10, L15. During recording,
anesthesia was maintained with propofol (PropoFlo, 2–20 mg/kg/h, i.v.;
Abbott) and sufentanil (Sufenta, 0.1–1 micrograms/kg/h, i.v.; Janssen)
and neuromuscular blockade was established (following all surgical
procedures) with vecuronium bromide (0.25 mg/kg, i.v. bolus, 0.25
mg/kg /h, i.v.; Bedford Laboratories) or rocuronium bromide (1.5
mg/kg, i.v. bolus, 1-1.5 mg/kg/h, i.v.; Mylan Institutional). During the
experiment, heart rate and rhythm, arterial blood pressure, body
temperature, end-expiratory pCO2, urine output, and EEG were
monitored. Routine maintenance included intravenous fluids, periodic
O2 supplementation, antibiotics, dexamethasone, application of local
anesthetics to surgical sites, ocular instillation of atropine (1%; Bausch

&Lomb), and flurbiprofen (Ocufen, 0.03%; Allergan), and periodic
cleaning of the gas-permeable contact lenses (Metro Optics) behind 2mm artificial pupils. Lenses with spherical correction, subsequently
adjusted to maximize the responses of isolated single units to highspatial-frequency visual stimuli, were used to focus the stimulus on the
retina. With these measures, the preparation remained physiologically
stable for 4–5 days.
Recording and visual stimulation.
Through a small durotomy over V1 and/or V2, an array of 3
or 6 tetrodes (quartz-coated platinum-tungsten fibers; Thomas
Recording, Giessen, Germany) was inserted, avoiding surface blood
vessels via a custom headstage (Thomas Recording) that allowed for
adjustments of the array geometry and independent lowering of each
tetrode. Signals from each tetrode channel were amplified, filtered (0.3–
6 kHz), and digitized (25 or 30.303 kHz). Once spiking activity from
one or more units was encountered, the region of the receptive field(s)
was hand-mapped and then centered on the display of a 21-inch
gamma-corrected CRT monitor, (1280 x 1024 raster, 100 Hz refresh),
either a ViewSonic G225f 21-inch monitor (mean luminance 47 cd/m2)
or a Sun GDM5410 21-inch monitor (mean luminance 46 cd/m2) at a
distance of 114 cm. Control signals for the monitors were provided by a
PC-hosted system optimized for OpenGL (NVidia GeForce3 chipset)
programmed in Delphi.
Following hand-mapping, computer-controlled presentation
of drifting sinewave gratings were used to characterize neural
responses, including orientation tuning, spatial frequency tuning,
temporal frequency tuning, and the contrast-response function. One unit
whose extracellularly-recorded action potential was identifiable by online spike sorting was chosen as the “target neuron.” This neuron’s
orientation and direction preference was used to determine the
orientation of the motion stimuli (see SM §2), and its spatial frequency
optimum was used to determine the check size (approximately 2 checks
per lobe of the optimal grating). For the motion stimuli, contrast was
always 1.0 and stimulus velocity was always 10 checks per second.
With the typical check size of 0.2 deg (rarely less than 0.1 deg or
greater than 0.5 deg), stimulus velocity was 2 deg/sec.
Offline, recordings were spike-sorted as described in 41, based
on automated clustering via KlusterKwik 44 operating on 17 features
(peaks and troughs on each of the four channels, the first eight principal
components of the wave shapes, and spike time), followed by hand
merging and reclustering in Klusters. Criteria for single neuron isolation
included waveform shape, its gradual change over time, and the number
of refractory period violations.
Histology.
Procedures were identical to that of 41. In brief, lesions were
made after all recordings were completed, and, following a waiting
period of 1 h, the animal was deeply anesthetized and perfused (4%
paraformaldehyde; EMS). The border between V1 and V2 was
identified via the distinct appearance of layer 4 in V1 and its
disappearance in V2. We marked each unit as certain V1, certain V2 or
uncertain V1/V2. The latter units were only included in the analyses
that were not subdivided according to area.
Motion Stimuli
For both species, motion stimuli consisted of a temporal
sequence of “motion blocks.” Each motion block consisted of a segment
containing a particular motion signal subtype in one direction (1500 ms
duration, containing 15 frames of 100 ms each, followed by 500 ms of
gray (50%)), followed by a similar segment containing the same motion
signal subtype in the opposite direction. The opposite-direction
segments paired in each motion block were presented in pseudorandom
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order. We analyzed responses to 8 kinds of motion blocks that contain
Fourier, glider, and non-Fourier signals (Figure 1), along with 5 other
kinds of motion blocks that served as controls (These control motion
blocks are based on three- and four-point gliders that did not yield
strong percepts of motion 11, and did not yield direction-selective neural
responses). For each kind of motion block, movies were generated with
pseudorandom seeds and contained, on average, 50% black checks and
50% white checks, according to the procedure of Hu and Victor 11.
These motion blocks were each repeated 32 times, totaling 26 minutes.
In the macaque, this sequence was repeated up to four times. Each
segment in each motion block was constructed with a different random
seed.
Example movies of all motion stimuli can be found in the
video supplement.
Note that all stimuli (Fourier, Glider, non-Fourier, and the controls)
were defined by “templates” (spatiotemporal correlations) confined to a
2x2x2 spatiotemporal volume of checks (Figure 1), so that they had
comparable spatial and temporal extent. As a consequence, the nonFourier motion stimuli used here consist of motion of an edge that is
parallel to the motion direction. Other studies of non-Fourier motion in
mammalian V1 and V2 16,17 used non-Fourier stimuli defined by
contours that were orthogonal to the motion direction, and this may
account for the higher fraction of neurons that were found in those
studies to be sensitive to non-Fourier motion.
As mentioned in the main text, the level of sensitivity to
Fourier motion is different across species, with lower levels seen in
dragonfly neurons than in the macaque. This difference may be due to
the fact that for the macaque, stimuli were optimized for velocity (by
adjusting spatial frequency), as well as for preferred orientation and
contrast, but no optimization was done for the dragonfly (see Methods
§1.1 and §1.2 above). Another possible factor is that dragonflies are
known to capture changes in moving images at more than 200Hz rate 45,
but stimuli were only updated at 10 Hz in both species (display frame
rate: 60 Hz for dragonfly, 100Hz for macaque). The reason for this is
that the strategy for isolating motion types (Figure 1) requires stepwise
updates (i.e., a discretization of stimuli in time), and we chose this
discretization to be identical in the two species.
Data analysis
To determine whether a neuron had a directionally-selective
response for each motion subtype (e.g., white glider expansion, and
other examples in Figures 2 and 3), we compared the total number of
spikes that occurred between 50ms and 1600ms following the onset of
the motion movie (duration, 1000 ms) in the two directions within each
motion block (paired t-test, criterion p=0.05).
A neuron was considered to have a directionally-selective
response to a kind of motion (Figure 4) if it had a directionally-selective
response to any of its subtypes: for Fourier motion, the subtypes consist
of standard and reverse-phi motion; for Glider, the subtypes consist of
expansion and contraction, each black or white; for non-Fourier motion,
the subtypes consist of positive and negative correlation.
For each motion subtype, direction selectivity was quantified by a
direction selectivity index (DI), given by equation 1: DI=(Mpref - Mnonpref)/ (Mpref + Mnon-pref). Directions were labeled “preferred” and “nonpreferred” based on their responses to Fourier (standard) motion. Thus,
for a neuron that responded to another subtype with the opposite
direction preference compared to its response to Fourier motion, the DI
was negative.
All neurons with a firing rate of 1 Hz or more were analyzed.
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Simulations
To understand the pattern of sensitivities to motion signals
that would arise from local motion detectors that are not strictly
multiplicative, we simulated responses of simple models to the same
stimuli used in the experiments. Models (Figure 6) consisted of two
opponent arms: one containing with a linear filter that is oriented along
a space-time diagonal to the left, and a mirror-symmetric one that is
oriented along a space-time diagonal to the right. For simplicity, filters
were constructed on the same grid as the stimuli, and filter weights were
all +1, 0, or -1. Convolution of the stimulus with these filters was
computed in discrete time. The results of the convolution were the
inputs to identical static nonlinearities, and the outputs of the
nonlinearities were subtracted to determine the model response. As
shown in Figure 6, we considered filter profiles that had positive,
negative, and mixed lobes, and nonlinearities that deviated from
squaring in several ways (e.g., symmetric vs. asymmetric, rectifying vs.
smoothly accelerating).
To compare model responses with neural responses, we
placed the model in a random location on the stimulus array, and
computed its response to the same set of 32 sequences (10 frames in
each direction) used in the experiment. Responses to stimuli moving in
opposite directions were compared to determine the direction selectivity
index (DI) and the motion complexity score (MC). Since each stimulus
sequence was finite, these quantities depended on the placement of the
model on the stimulus. This variability is reflected in the error bars (2
s.e.m., estimated from 100 random placements) shown in the Results
(Figures 7 and 9).
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Supportiing Inform
mation
S1. Appen
ndix. Additiona
al Analyses - Figure
F
Supple
ement
S1.1 Alterna
ative criterion for
fo sensitivity
In
n Figure 4 of thee main text, we defined a neuron to be sensitivee to a given kinnd of motion if it was had a signnificant
(p<0.05) dirrectionally selecctive response to
o any of its subttypes (Figure 1).. Here, we incluude a Bonferronni correction to aaccount
for the multtiple subtypes: th
he significance cutoff
c
for Fourieer motion (two ssubtypes) is p<0 .025, for glider m
motion (four subbtypes)
the cutoff iss p<0.0125, and for non-Fourier motion (two sub
btypes) the cutofff is p<0.025. N
Note that this corrrection is conserrvative,
since it assu
umes that respon
nses to motion siignals within a ty
ype are uncorrellated. As in the pprimary analysiss (Figure 4), the pattern
of motion seensitivity is very
y similar between
n dragonfly and macaque.
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S1.2 Alterna
ative view of sellectivity to local motion types
In
n Figure 7 of thee main text, we presented
p
the sen
nsitivity of a rannge of models too F, NF, and G motion types, shhowing
that the mo
otion fingerprintt depended on an interaction between
b
the linnear filter and tthe nonlinearityy. Here we pressent an
alternative view
v
of the sim
mulation results, facilitating a comparison of hhow the differennt motion subtyppes distinguish among
models.

S2
2 Figure. F, G, and
a
NF motion subtypes have varying abilitie
es to distinguis
sh among mode
els. For each mo
otion subtype (to
op row:
positive correlation
n; bottom row: ne
egative correlatio
on), we show the
e direction select ivity for a range of models as a ccolormap under the XT
agram for each motion
m
type. The
ese models cons
sist of the 5 linear filters combined
dered in Figure 7 of the
dia
d with the 7 non linearities consid
ma
ain text. Directio
on selectivity indic
ces are normaliz
zed to 1 for F motion (top row, lefft). For reverse p
phi (bottom row, left), all models have a
negative direction selectivity. For NF motion (righ
ht column), mode
el responses are
e somewhat mo re varied, but de
epend primarily on the
nearity. For G motions (two midd
dle columns), dire
ection selectivity depends on an interaction betwe
een the linear filtter and
shape of the nonlin
e nonlinearity, an
nd can be either positive or nega
ative. Compared
d to the diversityy of responses to
o reverse-phi and
d NF motion type
es, the
the
divversity of the responses to G mottion provides the
e greatest possib
bility of distinguisshing among mod
dels. Filters disp
played as in Figu
ure 7 of
the
e main text.
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S2 Appendix. Video supplement
The video consists of short clips of stimuli used in these experiments. In each case motion is first to the right, then to the left. The
final clip is a random checkerboard.
1)

Fourier standard motion

2)

Fourier reverse phi

3)

Glider black expansion

4)

Glider black contraction

5)

Glider white expansion

6)

Glider white contraction

7)

Non-Fourier positive correlation

8)

Non-Fourier negative correlation

9)

Random

3

